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HALLO MUNICH 
ART GALLERIES 
Munich has more than 80 museums for culture hounds, including Museum Brandhorst (Theresienstrasse 35a, 

admission €7), with more than 1,000 works spanning classical avant-garde to American pop. 

The Lenbachhaus (Luisenstrasse 33, admission €10) has a Norman Foster-designed wing housing 

expressionist pieces. Equally impressive are the trio of municipal galleries – the Alte and Neue Pinakothek 

and the Pinakothek der Moderne (day pass to all three €12). Don’t miss the Munich Documentation 

Centre for the history of National Socialism: it’s a stark white, €28.2m modernist structure that opened its 

doors in May on the former site of the Nazi headquarters. The centre chronicles the rise of the party, as well 

as Bavaria’s role in it, in unflinching detail (entrance €5). 

 

 

MUNICH RESIDENZ 

The Munich Residenz is the former royal palace of the Bavarian monarchs of the House of Wittelsbach. The 

Residenz is the largest city palace in Germany and is today open to visitors for its architecture, room 

decorations, and displays from the former royal collections. 

The complex of buildings contains ten courtyards and displays 130 rooms. A wing of the Festsaalbau 

contains the Cuvilliés Theatre since the reconstruction of the Residenz after World War II. It also houses the 

Herkulessaal, the primary concert venue for the Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra. The Byzantine Court 

http://www.museum-brandhorst.de/
http://www.lenbachhaus.de/?L=1
http://www.pinakothek.de/
http://www.pinakothek.de/en/home
http://www.ns-dokumentationszentrum-muenchen.de/centre
http://www.ns-dokumentationszentrum-muenchen.de/centre
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Church of All Saints at the east side is facing the Marstall, the building for the former Court Riding School 

and the royal stables. 

he Munich Residence served as the seat of government and residence of the Bavarian dukes, electors and 

kings from 1508 to 1918. What began in 1385 as a castle in the north-eastern corner of the city, was 

transformed by the rulers over the centuries into a magnificent palace, its buildings and gardens extending 

further and further into the town. 

The rooms and art collections spanning a period that begins with the Renaissance, and extends via the early 

Baroque and Rococo epochs to Neoclassicism, bear witness to the discriminating taste and the political 

ambition of the Wittelsbach dynasty. 

Much of the Residence was destroyed during the Second World War, and from 1945 it was gradually 

reconstructed. 

Address: Residenzstrasse 1, 80333 München 

History and Architecture 
 

Munich Residenz in the 18th century 

The first buildings at this site were erected in 

the year 1385 and were financed by the 

township of Munich as a sanction for a failed 

uprising against Stephen III (1375-1413) and his younger brothers. The Silver Tower (Silberturm), as the 

strongest bastion, was significantly situated next to the inner walls protecting the castle against the city. 

This sturdy new castle (Neuveste - new fortress), surrounded by wide moats at what used to be the very 

north eastern corner of the new double ring of walls, replaced the difficult to defend Old Court in the middle 

of the town as residence of the Wittelsbach rulers. The Dukes of the often divided country felt the urge to 

keep some distance from the frequently rebellious city dwellers at the one hand and for some defence 

against their warlike relatives at the other. As a result, they sought to build themselves a shelter 

impregnable and easy to leave (directly towards the glacis, without having to enter city lanes) at the same 

time. 

The gothic foundation walls and the basement vaults of the old castle are the oldest surviving parts of the 

palace. The Residenz's development over the centuries didn't only take place out of its main centre, the 

Neuveste, but in addition grew out of several single parts and extensions, the first of which used to be 

the Antiquarium. Finally, after more than four centuries of development, the giant palace had practically 

replaced a whole former city quarter with barracks, a monastery, houses and gardens. It assembles the 

styles of the late Renaissance, as well as of Baroque, Rococo and Neo-Classicism. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_III,_Duke_of_Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alter_Hof
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wittelsbach
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gothic_Architecture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renaissance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baroque
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rococo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neo-Classicism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Wening_Residenz_M%C3%BCnchen.jpg
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The Alte Residenz 
With the order of William IV (1508–1550) to expand the Neuveste with the so-called Rundstubenbau and to 

set up the first Court Garden began the history of the Munich Residence as a representative palace. To the 

history cycle of this garden pavilion belonged once also theBattle of Issus of Albrecht Altdorfer. 

Under Albert V (1550–1579) Wilhelm Egkl built next to a banqueting hall of the Neuveste (St. George Hall) an 

art chamber in the building of the former ducal stables, many collections in Munich originate from there. 

Since there was not enough space for the extensive collection of sculptures, the building for 

the Antiquarium was created 1568–1571. It had to be built outside the castle, as there was no place in the 

Neuveste. 

William V (1579–1597) ordered the construction of the Witwenstock (Widow Wing) for the dowager Duchess 

Anna and in 1581-1586 the four wings of the Grottenhof. Friedrich Sustris was the architect. Around 1590 the 

construction of the Black Hall was begun to the southeast on the Antiquarium. Under direction of Sustris 

theErbprinzentrakt (Prince Wing), north of the Witwenstock was added. 

Maximilian I (1597–1651) commissioned what is now called the Maximilian Residenz (Maximilianische 

Residenz ), the west wing of the palace. Until the 19th century, it was the only publicly visible facade and it 

still is preserved. The portals are guarded by two lions and a statue of the Virgin Mary as patroness of 

Bavaria in a wall niche between the portals on the west side of the residence complex. Maximilian had rebuilt 

and connected the existing buildings. In addition, Maximilian I had from 1612 large parts of the south and 

west wings of the Neuveste with the Silver Tower demolished. Between 1611 and 1619, the wing at the large 

Emperor's Courtyard (Kaiserhof) was created to the north of the complex. It documents the high political 

claims of Maximilian. 

Its large dimensions satisfied Maximilian's successors up to 19th century, who contented themselves with 

interior upgrading and smaller extensions such as the wing for the Grüne Galerie (1730) and the Residenz 

Theatre (1751). 

Courtyards 
Ten courtyards can be found inside the large complex: The Grotto Courtyard (Grottenhof) with the Perseus 

Fountain was built between 1581–1586 under William V (1579–1597) by Friedrich Sustris as the leading 

architect, and takes its name from the grotto on the western façade of the Antiquarium. 

The octagonal Brunnenhof (Fountain Courtyard) served as a place for tournaments before the 

large Wittelsbach Fountain was erected in the middle of the courtyard in 1610. The buildings around 

the Kaiserhof (Emperor's Courtyard) with the Residenz Tower as clock tower, were erected from 1612 to 1618, 

in the reign of Maximilian I. Both courtyards are decorated with optical illusions on the facade, the same as 

the facade of the Alte Residenz. 

The Königsbauhof (King's Building Courtyard) replaced a garden. At its eastern side the rococo facade of 

the Grüne Galerie (Green Gallery) is situated, designed by François Cuvilliés the Elder in of 1731–33. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_IV,_Duke_of_Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Battle_of_Alexander_at_Issus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albrecht_Altdorfer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_V,_Duke_of_Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alte_M%C3%BCnze
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_V,_Duke_of_Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_Sustris
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maximilian_I,_Duke_of_Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_V,_Duke_of_Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_Sustris
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Other courtyards are the Kapellenhof (Chapel Courtyard), the large Apothekenhof (Apothecary Courtyard) 

behind the Festsaalbau, the Puderhöfchen (Small Powder Courtyard), the Küchenhof (Kitchen Courtyard), 

the Kabinettsgarten (Cabinet Garden), and then finally the Zierhöfchen (Decorative Courtyard or Comité 

Courtyard). 

The Königsbau 
Today's building is from the time of King Ludwig I of Bavaria (1825–1848), who instructed his architect Leo 

von Klenze to extend the palace. Between 1825 and 1835 the King's building (Königsbau) was constructed to 

the south in the style of the Florentine Palazzo Pitti. The building is 30 meters high. 

In the Königsbau are numerous suites of rooms, including the State Apartment of Ludwig I on the first floor 

and the Nibelungen Halls on the ground floor. Today also the Treasury are situated in the ground floor of the 

Königsbau. The royal living rooms are still preserved, they served primarily for the representation and could 

be visited by appointment already at that time. The actual private apartments of the royal couple on the 

back of Königsbau have not survived due to its destruction in World War II. On the second floor were the so-

calledFestgemächer, which were intended for minor court festivities. The spatial sequence was divided into 

lounge, reception salon, dance hall, flowers hall and private rooms for the king. These rooms are still 

preserved but in a highly simplified form and are now home to theBavarian Academy of Fine Arts. 

The Maximilian-Joseph Denkmal (King Maximilian-Joseph Memorial) at Max-Joseph-Platz (Maimilian-Joseph 

Square) stands in front of the Königsbau. It was created as a memorial for King Maximilian Joseph (1799–

1825) by Christian Daniel Rauch and carried out by Johann Baptist Stiglmaier. It was only unveiled in 1835 as 

the king had rejected being depicted seated. 

The Festsaalbau 
 Festsaalbau of the Residenz 

The neo-classical 250 metre long Banqueting Hall Wing 

(Festsaalbau) in the north section of the Residenz was added 

between 1832 and 1842 by Klenze under instructions from King 

Ludwig I. Here were located the Large Throne Room and the royal 

reception halls. One of the primary concert venues for the Bavarian 

Radio Symphony Orchestra is the Herkulessaal (Hercules Hall), 

which has replaced the destroyed Large Throne Room. The Festsaalbau today houses also the Bavarian 

Academy of Sciences and Humanities and the Cuvilliés Theatre (Old Residenz Theatre). 

The Winter Garden was commissioned by King Ludwig II of Bavaria (1864-1886) around 1870. After the 

king’s death, the Winter Garden on the roof of the Festsaalbau of the Residenz Palace was dismantled in 

1897. The reason for this was due to water leaking from the ornamental lake through the ceiling of the 

rooms below. Photographs and sketches still record this incredible creation which included a grotto, a 

Moorish kiosk, an Indian royal tent, an artificially illuminated rainbow and intermittent moonlight.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ludwig_I_of_Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leo_von_Klenze
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leo_von_Klenze
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palazzo_Pitti
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bavarian_Academy_of_Fine_Arts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max-Joseph-Platz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maximilian_I_Joseph_of_Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Daniel_Rauch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bavarian_Radio_Symphony_Orchestra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bavarian_Radio_Symphony_Orchestra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bavarian_Academy_of_Sciences_and_Humanities
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bavarian_Academy_of_Sciences_and_Humanities
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cuvilli%C3%A9s_Theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Winter_garden
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ludwig_II_of_Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:M%C3%BCnchner_Residenz_Munich_2014_01.jpg
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The Allerheiligen-Hofkirche, Residenz Theatre and Marstall 
The Allerheiligen-Hofkirche (Court Church of All Saints) on the eastern side of the Residenz was 

commissioned in 1825 by King Ludwig I. It was inspired by the Cappella Palatina, the richly 

decorated Byzantine royal chapel in Palermo. As bombs destroyed all but the outer walls in 1944, its rich 

interior ornament was almost completely lost. The church is now used for concerts and events. 

The building of the Residenz Theatre, next to the church, was 

constructed already under Elector Maximilian III (1745-1777) from 1751. 

Before World War II, it housed the Old Residenz Theatre. The theatre, 

carefully dismantled and removed, was moved into the south-eastern 

wing of the Festsaalbau next to the Allerheiligen-Hofkirche after the 

war. 

Facing the church, the Marstall, the building for the former Court 

Riding School was erected by Klenze between 1817 and 1822. The 

construction of the monumental portal arch, surmounted by busts of 

Castor and Pollux, is considered one of the most mature early works of Klenze. The extensive buildings for 

the royal stables do not longer exist.  

Opening to public and World War II damage 
The palace was severely damaged by bombing during World War II. Most of its rooms were reconstructed by 

the 1980s. Some of the buildings, however, were rebuilt in a simplified manner. Examples of this are the 

facade of the Alte Residenz on Residenzstrasse or the Arcades in front of the former throne hall on the first 

floor of the Festsaalbau. A substantial loss was the destruction of the neo-classical rooms in the Festssalbau 

(including the Grand Throne Hall, now the Hercules Concert Hall) and the destruction of the rich décor of the 

Papal Rooms. The frescoes of the Court Church of All Saints were destroyed. 

Residenz Museum 
The Hall of Antiquities (Antiquarium), built between 1568-1571 for the antique collection of Duke Albert 

V (1550–1579) by Wilhelm Egkl and Jacobo Strada, is the largest Renaissance hall north of the Alps. It was 

remodelled into a banqueting hall by Friedrich Sustris in 1586-1600. The Antiquarium housed the Ducal 

Library until 1581. The low hall was then covered with a barrel vault that had 17 window lunettes. The hall 

was adorned with paintings by Peter Candid, Antonio Ponzano, and Hans Thonauer the Elder, though some 

were initially designed by Sustris himself. The Court Chapel (Hofkapelle), the Emperor's Staircase 

(Kaisertreppe) and Imperial Hall (Kaisersaal), the Stone Rooms (Steinzimmer; 1612–1617; general design 

by Hans Krumpper) and the Trier Rooms (Trierzimmer); ceiling frescoes by Peter Candid) built for Elector 

Maximilian I are typical examples from the early 17th century. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allerheiligen-Hofkirche
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cappella_Palatina
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantine_architecture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palermo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Residenz_Theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maximilian_III,_Elector_of_Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cuvilli%C3%A9s_Theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_V,_Duke_of_Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_V,_Duke_of_Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacopo_Strada
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hans_Krumpper
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Candid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maximilian_I,_Elector_of_Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maximilian_I,_Elector_of_Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:M%C3%BCnchen_Residenztheater_19_Jh.jpg
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The Baroque Ancestral Gallery 
The Baroque era is represented by the Papal Rooms (Päpstlichen Zimmer), erected under his son Elector 

Ferdinand Maria (1651–1679). Pope Pius VI lived here during his visit in Munich in 1782. As a result, the rooms 

were named after him. The extensions of Elector Maximilian II Emanuel (1679–1726), especially the 

Alexander room and Summer room are representative living rooms. They were altered not long after his 

death. The remains were destroyed during the residence fire of 1729. The Ancestral Gallery (Ahnengallerie; 

1726–1731) along with the Porcelain Cabinet (both constructed by Joseph Effner) and the Ornate Rooms 

(Reichen Zimmer) designed by François de Cuvilliés for Charles Albert (1726–1745) are magnificent examples 

of the court Rococo style. The rich decoration was executed by Johann Baptist Zimmermann, Joachim 

Dietrich and Wenzeslaus Miroffsky. The two-storey exterior façade of the Green Gallery (Grüne Gallerie) with 

its seven arched windows facing the courtyard of the Königsbau is a masterpiece of Cuvilliés. The Green 

Gallery, named after the wall covering made of green silk damask, was not only a ballroom, but also a gallery 

for paintings and mirrors. The magnificent Bedchamber (Paradeschlafzimmer) served as the place for the 

electoral dressing procedure. Under Elector Maximilian III (1745–1777) the Apartments of the Prince Elector 

(Kurfürstenzimmer) were constructed between 1746 and 1763. Cuvilliés and Johann Baptist Gunetzrhainer 

were responsible for the work. 

The Neo-classical epoch is represented by the Charlotte Rooms (Charlottenzimmer), the Royal 

Apartments and the Halls of the Battles (Schlachtensäle) in the Königsbau. The wall and ceiling paintings are 

by Julius Schnorr von Carolsfeld in the Nibelungensäle (Nibelungen Halls; 1827–1834). They are the first 

monumental representations of the Nibelungenlied Nibelungen Saga of Songs. The actual private chambers 

of the royal couple at the back of the Königsbau no longer survive as they were destroyed in World War II. 

Leo von Klenze was not only responsible for the architecture, but also designed the floors, the wall paintings 

and all the furniture. In the Festsaalbau were spacious halls that contained the Grand Throne Room in the 

centre, the Imperial halls, the ballroom and the Battle Hall in the north-eastern pavilion. These facilities were 

intended only for state occasions and were only accessible by a grand staircase which no longer exists. Here 

the most important royal ceremonies were held, surrounded by twelve colossal statues sculpted by 

Ferdinand von Miller, representing the main Bavarian rulers. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferdinand_Maria,_Elector_of_Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferdinand_Maria,_Elector_of_Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pope_Pius_VI
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maximilian_II_Emanuel,_Elector_of_Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Effner
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fran%C3%A7ois_de_Cuvilli%C3%A9s
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_VII,_Holy_Roman_Emperor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johann_Baptist_Zimmermann
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lev%C3%A9e_(ceremony)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maximilian_III,_Elector_of_Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julius_Schnorr_von_Carolsfeld
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nibelungenlied
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferdinand_von_Miller
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NEUE PINAKOTHEK 

The New Picture Gallery (Neue Pinakothek), established in 1853 by King Ludwig I of Bavaria, is considered to 

be one of the world's most important collections of 19th-century artwork. In its possession are some 400 

paintings and 50 works of sculpture ranging from Rococo to Art Nouveau masterpieces, as well as works by 

Cézanne, Gauguin, van Gogh, Manet, and Monet. Much of the collection is split between 22 Säle (large 

rooms) and 11 Kabinette (small rooms), where they're exhibited under such groupings as International 

Paintings, English Paintings (one of the largest such collections outside of the UK and including works by 

Gainsborough, Hogarth, and Constable), and German Artists of Classicism.  

Address: Barer Strasse 29, 80799 München 

The Building 
The museum was founded by the former King Ludwig I of Bavaria in 1853. The original building constructed 

by Friedrich von Gärtner andAugust von Voit was destroyed during World War II. The ruin of the Neue 

Pinakothek was demolished in 1949. Designed by architectAlexander Freiherr von Branca the 

new postmodern building with features such as arched windows, keystones, bay windows and stairways, 

opened in 1981. It combines a concrete construction with a stone facade design. 

History 
Gauguin's The Birth of Christ (1896), which brought Hugo von 

Tschudi to Munich and became the foundation of the 

Pinokathek's modern art collection 

Ludwig began to collect contemporary art already as crown 

prince in 1809 and his collection has been steadily enlarged. 

When the museum was founded, the separation to the old 

masters in the Alte Pinakothek was fixed with the period 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ludwig_I_of_Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bavaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_von_G%C3%A4rtner
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/August_von_Voit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Alexander_Freiherr_von_Branca&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Postmodernism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_master
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_master
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Gauguin_-_Te_Tamari_no_Atua_(Son_of_God).jpg
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shortly before the turn of the 19th century, which has become a prototype for many galleries. 

Owing to the personal preference of Ludwig I there was initially a strong focus on paintings of 

German Romanticism and the Munich School. Also dynastic considerations played a role as Greece had 

become a secundogeniture of Bavaria in 1832. In 1834 Carl Rottmann travelled to Greece to prepare for a 

commission from Ludwig for a cycle of great Greek landscapes which was installed in the Neue Pinakothek, 

where the paintings were given their own hall. 

The so-called Tschudi Contribution between 1905 and 1914 brought the Pinokathek an extraordinary 

collection of masterpieces ofImpressionism and Post-Impressionism. Hugo von Tschudi was dismissed 

by Kaiser Wilhelm as a penalty for his bringing Gauguin'sThe Birth of Christ into the National Gallery 

in Berlin. He went on to become the director of the Pinokathek. As general director of the State Collections, 

Tschudi acquired 44 paintings, nine sculptures and 22 drawings, mostly from emerging French artists. Since 

public funds could not be used to purchase these works, Tschudi’s associates raised the money from private 

contributions after his death in 1911. 

The delimitation to the modern painters displayed in the Pinakothek der Moderne was later fixed by taking 

the restart of Henri Matisseand the Expressionists into account (ca. 1900). Consequentially a painting of 

Matisse acquired by the "Tschudi Contribution" is now displayed in the Pinakothek der Moderne. 

In 1915, the Neue Pinakothek became the property of the Bavarian state. A self-portrait of Vincent van Gogh 

was confiscated in 1938 by the Nazi regime as degenerate art and sold one year later. 

Collection 
The museum is under supervision of the Bavarian State Painting Collections which houses an expanded 

collection of more than 3.000 European paintings from classicism to art nouveau. About 400 paintings and 

50 sculptures of these are exhibited in the New Pinakothek. 

INTERNATIONAL PAINTINGS OF THE SECOND HALF OF 18TH CENTURY: 
Among others the gallery exhibits works of Francisco de Goya (Plucked Turkey) (Don José Queraltó as a 

Spanish Army doctor),Jacques-Louis David (Anne-Marie-Louise Thélusson, Comtesse de Sorcy), Johann 

Friedrich August Tischbein (Nicolas Châtelain in the garden) and Anton Graff (Heinrich XIII, Graf Reuß). 

ENGLISH PAINTINGS OF 18TH AND EARLY 19TH CENTURY: 
It's one of the largest collections outside the United Kingdom with masterpieces of Thomas 

Gainsborough (Mrs. Thomas Hibbert) (Landscape with Shepherd and Flock), William Hogarth (Richard 

Mounteney), John Constable (View of Dedham Vale from East Bergholt), Joshua Reynolds (Captain Philemon 

Pownall), David Wilkie (Reading the Will), Thomas Lawrence (The Two Sons of the 1st Earl of Talbot), George 

Romney (Catherine Clements), Richard Wilson (View of Syon House Across the Thames near Richmond 

Gardens), Henry Raeburn (Mrs. J. Campbell of Kilberry), George Stubbs (The pointer) and J. M. W. 

Turner (Ostende). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romanticism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Munich_School
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secundogeniture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Rottmann
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impressionism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Post-Impressionism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hugo_von_Tschudi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wilhelm_II,_German_Emperor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berlin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delimitation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modernity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henri_Matisse
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Expressionism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Degenerate_art
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classicism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Art_nouveau
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francisco_de_Goya
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacques-Louis_David
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johann_Friedrich_August_Tischbein
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johann_Friedrich_August_Tischbein
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anton_Graff
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Gainsborough
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Gainsborough
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Hogarth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Constable
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joshua_Reynolds
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philemon_Pownall
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philemon_Pownall
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Wilkie_(artist)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Lawrence_(painter)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Romney_(painter)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Romney_(painter)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Wilson_(painter)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Raeburn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Stubbs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._M._W._Turner
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._M._W._Turner
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GERMAN ARTISTS OF CLASSICISM IN ROME 
like Friedrich Overbeck (Italia and Germania), Friedrich Wilhelm von Schadow (The Holy Family beneath the 

Portico), Heinrich Maria von Hess (Marchesa Marianna Florenzi),Peter von Hess (The Entry of King Othon of 

Greece into Nauplia) and Peter von Cornelius (The three Marys at the Tomb). 

GERMAN ROMANTICISM 
with paintings of Caspar David Friedrich (Garden Bower), Karl Friedrich Schinkel (Cathedral Towering over a 

Town), Carl Blechen (Building of the Devil's Bridge) and others. 

BIEDERMEIER 
represented by Franz Xaver Winterhalter (Graf Jenison-Walworth), Carl Spitzweg (The Poor Poet) , Moritz von 

Schwind (A Symphony) and Ferdinand Georg Waldmüller (Young Peasant Woman with Three Children at the 

Window). 

FRENCH REALISM AND FRENCH ROMANTICISM 
with Eugène Delacroix (Clorinda Rescues Olindo and Sophronia), Théodore Géricault (Artillery Train Passing a 

Ravine), Gustave Courbet (Landscape near Maizières), Jean-François Millet (Farmer Inserting a Graft on a 

Tree), Honoré Daumier (The Drama) and others. 

DEUTSCHRÖMER (OR GERMAN-ROMANS) 
such as Hans von Marées (Self-Portrait), Arnold Böcklin (Pan in the Reeds), Anselm Feuerbach (Medea) 

and Hans Thoma(Landscape in the Taunus). 

HISTORY PAINTINGS 
with Wilhelm von Kaulbach ( King Ludwig I sourronded by artists), Karl Theodor von Piloty (Seni and 

Wallenstein), Franz von Defregger (Das letzte Aufgebot) and Hans Makart (Die Falknerin). 

GERMAN REALISM 
like Wilhelm Leibl (Portrait of Frau Gedon), Franz von Lenbach (Aresing Village Street) and Adolph 

Menzel (Living-Room with the Artist's Sister). 

GERMAN IMPRESSIONISTS 
especially Max Liebermann (Boys Bathing), Lovis Corinth (Eduard, Count von Keyserling), August von 

Brandis (Duchblick) and Max Slevogt (The Day's Work Done). 
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FRENCH IMPRESSIONISTS 
One of the world's leading collections with masterpieces of Pierre-

Auguste Renoir (Portrait of a Young Woman), Édouard 

Manet(Lucheon in the Studio) (Monet Painting on His Studio 

Boat), Claude Monet (The Bridge at Argenteuil), Paul Cézanne (The 

Railway Cutting), Paul Gauguin (The Birth - Te tamari no 

atua), Edgar Degas (Woman Ironing), Camille Pissarro (Street in 

Upper Norwood),Alfred Sisley (The Road to Hampton 

Court), Georges-Pierre Seurat and Vincent van Gogh (Sunflowers) 

(The Weaver). 

SYMBOLISM AND ART NOUVEAU AND EARLY 20TH CENTURY 
represented among others by Giovanni Segantini (L'aratura), Gustav Klimt (Margaret Stonborough-

Wittgenstein), Paul Signac (S.Maria della Salute), Maurice Denis (Gaulish Goddess of Herds and Flocks), Henri 

de Toulouse-Lautrec (Le jeune Routy à Céleyran), James Ensor (Still Life in the Studio), Édouard Vuillard (Café 

Scene), Ferdinand Hodler (Tired of Life), Franz von Stuck (The Sin), Edvard Munch (Woman in Red Dress 

(Street in Aasgaardstrand)), Walter Crane (Neptun's horses), Thomas Austen Brown (Mademoiselle Plume 

rouge), Pierre Bonnard (Lady at the Mirror) and Egon Schiele (Agony). 

SCULPTURES 
Also sculptures of the 19th century are exhibited, for example works of Bertel Thorvaldsen (Adonis), Antonio 

Canova (Paris), Rudolph Schadow (Woman Tying Her Sandal),Auguste Rodin (Crouching Woman (La femme 

accroupie)), Max Klinger (Elsa Asenijeff), Aristide Maillol (La Flore), Pablo Picasso (Le Fou) and others. 
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THE STATE GALLERY OF MODERN ART 

In a stunning modern building in Munich's art district, Kunstareal, Pinakothek der Moderne - the State 

Gallery of Modern Art - boasts a large collection of modern classical and contemporary works. Housed in the 

four themed corner sections of the building and connected by a large Rotunda, the permanent collection 

focuses on the themes of art, architecture, design, and graphic art. Highlights include a large number of 

paintings by German artists, among them Klee, Schlemmer, Nolde, Baselitz, and Kiefer. The gallery also 

possesses a considerable collection of works by modern Italian artists, as well as artists from France, Spain, 

and the USA. English language tours are available upon request, and audio guides are included with the cost 

of admission. Also of interest to fans of modern art is the Lenbachhaus with works by a variety of Munich 

painters and contemporary artists. 

Address: Barerstrasse 40, 80333 München 

The Building 
Designed by German architect Stephan Braunfels, the 

Pinakothek der Moderne was inaugurated in 

September 2002 after seven years of construction. The 

$120 million, 22,000-square-meter[1] building took a 

decade to finish because of bureaucratic objections to 

design and cost, which were ultimately bridged by 

private initiative and financing.[2] The rectilinear 

facade, dominated by white and grey concrete, is 

interrupted by large windows and high rise columns, 

the latter supporting the extensive canopied roof. 

Each of the four corners of the building, connected by 

a central domed rotunda, is dedicated to a special 
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collection. The Museum is thus divided into Art (Kunst), Architecture (Architektur), Design (Design) and 

Works on Paper (Graphik). Meaner tongues in Munich, whose inhabitants often express a certain loathing for 

what they regard as faceless modernism lacking any local and / or regional roots, denounce it as "the 

cardboard box". 

The first floor, containing the art collection, has ample natural light from above, augmented by computer-

controlled lamps, designed to keep a consistent, nearly shadowless illumination against the gray floors and 

white walls.   

Before the opening of the Pinakothek der 

Moderne, art of the 20th century was 

largely relegated to the Haus der Kunst, or 

occasional contemporary exhibits in 

the Lenbachhaus.[4] Today, the Pinakothek 

unifies the "Sammlung Moderne Kunst" 

(National Collection of Modern and 

Contemporary Arts, which is under 

supervision of the Bavarian State Painting 

Collections), the "Staatliche Graphische 

Sammlung" (National Collection of Works 

on Paper), the "Neue Sammlung" ('New Collection': National Museum for Design and Applied Arts) with 

the "Architekturmuseum der Technischen Universität" (Munich Technical University's Museum of 

Architecture), in one building and is deemed one of the most important and popular museums of modern 

art in Europe. The Danner Foundation opened in 2004 a new permanent exhibition area in the basement for 

the permanent loans from the Danner Jewelry Collection which presents contemporary works from over 

one hundred international goldsmiths. 

Collection  
MODERN ART 
In contrast to other cities Munich was not much affected by the Nazi regime's banning of modern art as 

"degenerate art," since only a few modern paintings were already collected by the "Tschudi Contribution" in 

1905/1914, like the "Still Life with Geraniums" of Henri Matisse, the collection's first acquisition. Since 1945, 

however, the collection, previously exhibited in the Haus der Kunst, has grown quickly by purchase, as well 

as donations by individuals and several foundations. Various art movements of the 20th century are 

represented in the collection, including Expressionism, Fauvism, Cubism, New 

Objectivity, Bauhaus, Surrealism, Abstract Expressionism, Pop Art and Minimal Art. 

In addition to a focused collection policy to individual priorities, the portfolio was extended in particular 

through the collections, "Theo Wormland" (surrealism), "Sophie and Emanuel Fohn" (who 

rescued degenerate art), "Woty and Theodor Werner" (images of Paul Klee and the Cubists), "Martha and 
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Mark Kruss" (expressionism, especially the artists of Die Brücke), "Günther Franke" (works by Max 

Beckmann), "Klaus Gebhard" (North American artists such as Robert Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns) and 

the "collection ofFranz, Duke of Bavaria" with contemporary German painters such as Jörg 

Immendorff and Sigmar Polke. Recent enrichment in the year 2006, the collection "Eleanor and Michael 

Stoffel" (German and North American art from the 1960s to the 1990s). 

MODERNISM SINCE THE 1900S 
The first floor of the west wing displays works of Georges Braque, Fernand Léger, Juan Gris, Umberto 

Boccioni, Robert Delaunay, Joan Miró and René Magritte as well asLyonel Feininger, Oskar 

Kokoschka, László Moholy-Nagy, Otto Dix, Max Ernst, Giorgio de Chirico, Salvador Dalí and Francis Bacon. 

Very comprehensive are the collected works of Pablo Picasso and Max Beckmann. 

The museum also displays masterpieces of German Expressionism: representing painters of two early 20th-

century German artist groups, Die Brücke (The bridge) and Der Blaue Reiter (The blue rider), whose 

members included, among others, Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, Erich Heckel, Karl Schmidt-Rottluff, Emil 

Nolde and Franz Marc, August Macke, Paul Klee, Alexej von Jawlensky and Wassily Kandinsky. 

CONTEMPORARY ART SINCE THE 1960S 
The museum also gives very profound insights into international contemporary art. In the first floor of the 

east wing the gallery displays works of Lucio Fontana, Alberto Burri,Jannis Kounellis, Andy Warhol, Jasper 

Johns, Robert Rauschenberg, Robert Motherwell, Franz Kline, Antoni Tàpies, Cy Twombly, Willem de 

Kooning, George Segal, Richard Serra, Dan Flavin, Donald Judd, Fred Sandback, Joseph Beuys, Blinky 

Palermo, Henry Moore, Marino Marini, Per Kirkeby, Georg Baselitz, Gerhard Richter, Sigmar Polke,Nam 

June Paik, Wolf Vostell, Bruce Nauman, Marlene Dumas, Günther Förg, Jörg Immendorff, Mike 

Kelley, Martin Kippenberger, David Salle, Rosemarie Trockel, David Hockney, Hermann Nitsch and many 

others. 

VIDEO, PHOTOS AND NEW MEDIA 
The Pinakothek houses works of artists like John Baldessari (Man running/Men carrying box, 1988-

1990), Bruce Nauman (World Peace (projected), 1996), Pipilotti Rist(Himalaya Goldsteins Stube, 

1998/1999), Hiroshi Sugimoto (World Trade Center, Minoru Yamazaki, 1997), Bill Viola (Tiny Death, 

1993), Sam Taylor-Wood (Soliloquy III, 1998) and Jeff Wall with his back-lit boxes (Eviction Struggle, 1988; A 

villager from Aricaköyu arriving in Mahmutbey, Istanbul September 1997). 
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THE OLD PICTURE GALLERY: ALTE PINAKOTHEK 

Munich's Old Picture Gallery (Alte Pinakothek), one of the world's largest and finest such facilities, was built 

between 1836 to replace an older gallery that had become too small for the steadily increasing Royal 

Collection. Credited as a "masterpiece of architectural proportion," this splendid old gallery - modelled on 

the Renaissance palaces of Venice - was the largest gallery in Europe built in the first half of the 19th 

century, and as such became the model for others in both Rome and Brussels. It's a truly massive structure, 

127 meters long with short side wings, and home to many wonderful collections, including numerous old 

Flemish and Dutch paintings from the 16th and 17th centuries (it boasts a rare Rembrandt self-portrait), 

Italian artworks from the 14th to 18th centuries (including Leonardo da Vinci's Virgin and Child, from 1436), 

and a broad collection of medieval German paintings from the 15th and early 16th centuries. Numerous 

Spanish and French masterpieces are also represented.  

Address: Barer Strasse 27, 80333 München 

History 
 

Alte Pinakothek, hand-painted photograph, c. 1890 

The Wittelsbach collection was begun by Duke Wilhelm 

IV (1508–1550) who ordered important contemporary 

painters to create several history paintings, including "The 

Battle of Alexander at Issus" of Albrecht Altdorfer. 

Elector Maximilian I (1597–1651) acquired paintings, 

especially the work of Albrecht Dürer. 21 paintings were 

confiscated and moved to Sweden during the occupation 

of Munich in the Thirty Years war. Maximilian's grandson Maximilian II Emanuel (1679–1726) purchased a 

large number of Dutch and Flemish paintings when he was Governor of the Spanish Netherlands. So he 

bought for example in 1698 in Antwerp from Gisbert van Colen 12 pictures of Peter Paul Rubens and 13 

of Van Dyck, with the pictures of Rubens from the personal estate of the artist which were therefore not 
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intended for sale. Under Max Emanuel's successors, the purchases were largely discontinued due to the tight 

budget.  

Also Max Emanuel's cousin Johann Wilhelm, Elector Palatine (1690–1716) collected Netherlandish paintings. 

He ordered from Peter Paul Rubens the "The Big Last Judgment" and received Raphael's "Canigiani Holy 

Family" as a dowry of his wife. Charles Theodore, Elector of Bavaria (1742-1799) had a strong preference for 

Netherlandish paintings as well, among other paintings he acquired Rembrandt's "The Holy Family". By the 

late 18th century a large number of the paintings were already displayed in Schleissheim Palace, and 

accessible to the public. 

Room IX 
After the reunion of Bavaria and the Electorate of the Palatinate in 1777, the galleries 

of Mannheim, Düsseldorf and Zweibrücken were moved to Munich, in part to protect the collections during 

the wars which followed the French revolution. Even though 72 paintings including "The Battle of Alexander 

at Issus" were taken to Paris in 1800 by the invading armies of Napoleon I (1769–1821),[4] who was a noted 

admirer of Alexander the Great. The Louvre held it until 1804, when Napoleon declared himself Emperor of 

France and took it for his own use. When the Prussianscaptured the Château de Saint-Cloud in 1814 as part 

of the War of the Sixth Coalition, they supposedly found the painting hanging in Napoleon's 

bathroom.[5] Most of the paintings have not been returned. 

With the secularisation many paintings from churches and former monasteries entered into state hands. 

King Ludwig I of Bavaria collected especially Early German and Early Dutch paintings but also masterpieces 

of the Italian renaissance. In 1827 he acquired the collection Boisseréewith 216 Old German and Old Dutch 

masters; in 1828, the king managed to also purchase the collection of the Prince Wallerstein, with 219 Upper 

German and Upper Swabian paintings. In 1838 Johann Georg von Dillis issued the first catalogue. 

After the times of King Ludwig I the acquisitions almost ended, only from 1875 the directors Franz von 

Reber and Hugo von Tschudi secured some important new acquisitions, such as the "Madonna of the 

Carnation" of Leonardo da Vinci or "The Disrobing of Christ" of El Greco. 

The predilection of the Wittelsbach rulers for some painters made the collection quite strong in those areas 

but neglected others. Since the 1960s the Pinakothek has filled some of these gaps: for example, a deficit of 

18th-century paintings was addressed by the integration into the collection of works loaned from two 

Bavarian banks. Among others these paintings include Lancret's "The Bird Cage" and Boucher's "Madame 

Pompadour." 

On 5 August 2014, the museum rejected a request by a descendant of the banker Carl Hagen for the 

repatriation of Jacob Ochtervelt's Das Zitronenscheibchen (The Lemon Slice) on the grounds that it had been 

unlawfully acquired as a result of Nazi persecution. An investigation by the museum established that it had 

been lawfully purchased at the time for a fair price and that the Hagen family's interest extended only to a 

security on the painting.[6] 
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Collection  
The museum is under supervision of the Bavarian State Picture Collection which own also an expanded 

collection of several thousand European paintings from the 13th to 18th century. Especially its collection of 

Early Italian, Old German, Old Dutch and Flemish paintings belongs to the most important in the world. 

More than 800 of these paintings are exhibited in the Old Pinakothek. Due to limited space in the building 

some associated galleries throughout Bavaria such as the baroque galleries in Schleissheim 

Palace and Neuburg Palace display also the Old Masters. From 2014 through 2017, wings of the museum will 

be sequentially closed for renovation, and the artworks in closed sections will be unavailable for viewing.[7] 

GERMAN PAINTINGS 14TH–17TH CENTURY: 
The Alte Pinakothek comes with the most comprehensive collection of German Old Masters worldwide. 

Among many others the Pinakothek shows works of Stefan Lochner ("Adoration of the Christ Child by the 

Virgin (The Nativity)"), Albrecht Dürer ("The Four Apostles", "Paumgartner Altar", "Self-portrait in Fur 

Coat"), Hans Baldung Grien ("Margrave Christoph of Baden"), Albrecht Altdorfer ("The Battle of 

Issus"), Cranach ("Lamentation Beneath the Cross"), Holbein ("St. Sebastian Altar; Central panel: Martyrdom 

of St. Sebastian"), Matthias Grünewald ("SS. Erasmus und Maurice"), Michael Pacher ("Altar of the Church 

Fathers"), Hans von Aachen ("The Triumph of Truth"), Adam Elsheimer ("The Flight into Egypt"), Johann 

Liss ("Death of Cleopatra"). 

EARLY NETHERLANDISH PAINTINGS 15TH–16TH CENTURY: 
One of the most impressive collections worldwide especially for Early Netherlandish paintings with 

masterpieces for example of Rogier van der Weyden ("Columba Altar"), Dieric Bouts ("Ecce Agnus 

Dei"), Lucas van Leyden ("Virgin and Child with Mary Magdalen and a Donor"), Hieronymus 

Bosch ("Fragment from the Last Judgment"), Hans Memling ("The seven joys of the virgin"), Jan Gossaert, 

aka. Mabuse ("Danae"). 

DUTCH PAINTINGS 17TH–18TH CENTURY: 
Due to the passion of the Wittelsbach rulers this section contains numerous exquisite paintings. Among the 

masters are Rembrandt van Rijn ("The Deposition", "The Holy Family"), Frans Hals ("Portrait of Willem 

Croes"), Pieter Lastman ("Odysseus and Nausikaa"), Carel Fabritius ("Self-Portrait"), Gerard Terborch ("The 

Flea-Catcher (Boy with His Dog)"), Jacob van Ruisdael ("Torrent with Oak Trees") and many others. 

FLEMISH PAINTINGS 16TH–18TH CENTURY: 
The collection contains masterpieces of painters like Jan Mabuse ("Danae"), Pieter Brueghel the 

Elder ("Harbour Scene with Christ Preaching", "The Land of Cockaigne"),Hans Memling ("The Seven Joys of 

the Virgin" ), Jan Brueghel the Elder ("Harbour Scene with Christ Preaching"), Peter Paul Rubens ("Rubens 

and Isabella Brant in the Honeysuckle Bower") ("The Fall of the Damned") ("The Great Last Judgement"), van 

Dyck ("Deposition"; "Self-Portrait", "Susanna and the Elders"), Jacob Jordaens ("Satyr with Peasants") 

and Adriaen Brouwer ("Village Barbar's Shop"). The Rubens Collection is the largest one worldwide. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bavarian_State_Picture_Collection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schleissheim_Palace
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schleissheim_Palace
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuburg_Castle_(Bavaria)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alte_Pinakothek#cite_note-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stefan_Lochner
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albrecht_D%C3%BCrer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Four_Apostles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-Portrait_(D%C3%BCrer)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-Portrait_(D%C3%BCrer)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hans_Baldung_Grien
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albrecht_Altdorfer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Battle_of_Issus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Battle_of_Issus
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Flight_into_Egypt_(Elsheimer)
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Last_Judgement_(Bosch_triptych_fragment)
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Descent_from_the_Cross_(Rembrandt,_1633)
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerard_Terborch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacob_van_Ruisdael
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Mabuse
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pieter_Brueghel_the_Elder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pieter_Brueghel_the_Elder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Land_of_Cockaigne_(Bruegel)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hans_Memling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Brueghel_the_Elder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Paul_Rubens
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honeysuckle_Bower
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Fall_of_the_Damned
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ITALIAN PAINTINGS 13TH–18TH CENTURY: 
The Italian Gothic paintings are the oldest of the gallery, among 

them Giotto's famous "The Last Supper", then all Schools of Italian 

Renaissance and Baroque Painting are represented with works of Fra 

Angelico ("Entombment of Christ"), Domenico Ghirlandaio ("Virgin and 

Child with SS. Dominici, Michael, John the Baptist and John the 

Evangelist"), Sandro Botticelli ("Lamentation of Christ"), Fra Filippo 

Lippi("The Annunciation"), Lorenzo Lotto ("The Mystic Marriage of St. 

Catherine"), Raphael ("The Canigiani Holy Family") ("Madonna della 

tenda"), ("Madonna Tempi"), Leonardo da Vinci ("Madonna of the 

Carnation"), Antonello da Messina ("Annunciata"), Titian ("Vanity") 

("Charles V"), Tintoretto ("Christ in the House of Mary and Martha"), Guido 

Reni ("The Assumption of the Virgin"), Luca Giordano ("A cynical philosopher"), Tiepolo ("The Adoration of 

the Kings"), Francesco Guardi ("Regatta on the Canale della Guidecca"), Canaletto ("Piazetta in Venice") and 

others. 

FRENCH PAINTINGS 16TH–18TH CENTURY: 
In spite of the close relationship of the Wittelsbach to France it is the second smallest section with works for 

example of Claude Lorrain ("The Expulsion of Hagar"), Nicolas Poussin ("Midas and Bacchus"), François 

Boucher ("Madame de Pompadour") ("Reclining Girl"), Nicolas Lancret ("The Bird Cage"), Jean-Baptiste-

Siméon Chardin ("Woman Cleaning Turnips"), Maurice-Quentin de la Tour ("Mademoiselle Ferrand 

Meditating on Newton"), Claude Joseph Vernet ("Eastern Harbour at Dawn") and Jean-Honoré 

Fragonard ("Girl with Dog"). 

SPANISH PAINTINGS 16TH–18TH CENTURY: 
Though this is the smallest section all major masters are represented, such as El Greco ("The Disrobing of 

Christ"), de la Cruz ("Infant Isabella Clara Eugenia of Spain"),Velázquez ("Young Spanish 

Gentleman"), Jusepe de Ribera ("Saint Bartholomew"), Zurbarán ("The Entombment of St. Catharine of 

Alexandria on Mount Sinai") and Murillo("Beggar Boys Eating Grapes and Melon"). The paintings 

of Francisco de Goya were moved into the New Pinakothek. 
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MUNICH 
EAT AND DRINK 
Often portrayed as the strait-laced, industrious counterpart to hedonistic Berlin, Munich tends to steer clear 

of the limelight. Save for its annual six-million-person beer binge on Theresienwiese open space for 

Oktoberfest, the Bavarian capital’s reputation abroad remains one of luxury, livability and lederhosen. 

Behind the staid and steady veneer, however, lies a thriving younger culture, an embarrassment of world-

class museums and galleries, and burgeoning art, student and after-hours scenes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BURGER & LOBSTER BANK 

Housed in a former bank – and not connected with the international surf and turf chain – this is the city’s 

buzziest restaurant. It is decorated with gleaming safety boxes and other swanky touches from its former 

tenant, with formidable filet steaks (€22.50) and blistered, frico-sprinkled pimientos de padrón cosying up to 

the sous-vide Canadian lobster (€29.50). Burgers run the gamut from 24-hour slow-cooked pork belly to a 

ramen bun, but I stick to The Classic One, which comes on a brioche so buttery it all but liquefies on the 

tongue. Both the kitchen and bar go on until the wee hours, a rarity in Munich. Live DJs and an expansive 

cocktail list, littered with house infusions – think vodka with bacon, or Maker’s Mark with roasted walnuts – 

fuel weekend parties in the courtyard. 

Prannerstrasse 11, +49 15 227 272 782, blb-munich.com 

 

 

http://blb.22y.de/
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LES DEUX 

In October, one of the city’s buzziest new dining spots, the two-part Les Deux (Maffeistrasse 3a), opened in a 

narrow building tucked between high-end shops. A fine-dining restaurant occupying the second floor serves 

inventive menus of calf’s head and caviar from the rising young chef Johann Rappenglück. But for a quick 

lunch, try the casual ground-floor brasserie, where tables spill into the adjoining courtyard and the simpler 

menu might include crispy Alsatian tart with bacon and leeks, or roasted asparagus with tangy feta cheese. 

Lunch for two, about 30 euros. 

 

SPEZLWIRTSCHAFT 

When a restaurant is down an alley and up two flights of stairs, past signs for a nightclub called Crux, it’s no 

surprise that the clientele skews young and in-the-know. But the main reason to seek 

out Spezlwirtschaft(Ledererstrasse 3), the restaurant that opened in that location late last year, is for its 

modern twists on German comfort food. The lightly breaded schnitzel is complemented by tart lingonberries 

and a sprout salad (16.80 euros), the pumpkin knödel are delightful dumplings accompanied by seared chard 

(12.80 euros), and the gooey homemade kasspatzen topped with crispy fried onions (8.80 euros) is a 

superior Bavarian version of mac and cheese. And to drink? Everything pairs well with a stein of Hofbräu’s 

sparkling Sommerbier (4.20 euros). 

 

BEER GARDENS GALORE 

On summer evenings, residents descend on the city’s beer gardens with picnic baskets and baby carriages in 

tow. A friendly spot to join them is Augustiner Schwalbe (Schwanthalerstrasse 149), with a leafy courtyard, 

beers from Munich’s Augustiner brewery and an indoor lane for kegel, the German ninepin version of 

bowling (10 euros per hour). For a livelier atmosphere, the Augustiner-Keller (Arnulfstrasse 52) is a beer 

garden with towering chestnut trees and outdoor seating for 5,000 and no shortage of lederhosen-clad 

locals eager to clink beers with you late into the night. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.lesdeux-muc.de/
http://www.spezlwirtschaft.me/
http://www.augustiner-schwalbe.de/
http://www.augustinerkeller.de/
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THERESA BAR 

Step into the courtyard, past the industrial-sleek Theresa Grill, where waiters in 

plain white T-shirts serve 35-day dry-aged hunks of Bavarian beef, to this 

newer watering hole. Velvet and crystal adorn the room, and pretty people 

whisper to one another over corpse revivers and cherry mint juleps. 

 Theresienstrasse 31, +49 89 2880 7538, theresa-restaurant.com 

 

JADED MONKEY 

Bill Fehn presides over the slickest of speakeasies, not far from Karlsplatz. No one will sneer at your “usual” 

order, but with house creations including the monkey’s gimlet – Monkey 47 gin, lime, house-made lavender 

syrup and rosemary liqueur – you’re better off trusting the wizards behind the bar.  

Herzog-Wilhelm-Strasse 25, +49 89 2694 9401, jadedmonkey.de 

 

GLOCKENBACHWERKSTATT  

After dinner, take the pulse of the local live music scene at Glockenbachwerkstatt (Blumenstrasse 7), a nearby 

bürgerhaus (community center) that, in addition to concerts, hosts events as varied as carpentry courses, 

flea markets and comics festivals in the courtyard beer garden. By day, the facility also functions as a day 

care center, but after dark, music takes center stage. Hip-hop, soul, electronica, punk and African funk 

regularly hit the concert calendar, but the most enjoyable nights might be when jazz sessions or laid-back 

blues fill the center’s intimate cafe. 

 

SPEZLWIRTSCHAFT 

When a restaurant is down an alley and up two flights of stairs, past signs for a nightclub called Crux, it’s no 

surprise that the clientele skews young and in-the-know. But the main reason to seek 

out Spezlwirtschaft(Ledererstrasse 3), the restaurant that opened in that location late last year, is for its 

modern twists on German comfort food. The lightly breaded schnitzel is complemented by tart lingonberries 

and a sprout salad (16.80 euros), the pumpkin knödel are delightful dumplings accompanied by seared chard 

(12.80 euros), and the gooey homemade kasspatzen topped with crispy fried onions (8.80 euros) is a 

superior Bavarian version of mac and cheese. And to drink? Everything pairs well with a stein of Hofbräu’s 

sparkling Sommerbier (4.20 euros) 

http://www.theresa-restaurant.com/de/themen-bar.html
http://jadedmonkey.de/
http://www.glockenbachwerkstatt.de/?version=meter+at+2&module=meter-Links&pgtype=article&contentId=&mediaId=&referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.de%2F&priority=true&action=click&contentCollection=meter-links-click
http://www.spezlwirtschaft.me/?version=meter+at+2&module=meter-Links&pgtype=article&contentId=&mediaId=&referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.de%2F&priority=true&action=click&contentCollection=meter-links-click
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MUNICH 
SHOP 

 BOUTIQUE BUYS 

For a shopping experience imbued with local spirit, skip the polished retail megastores in the city center and 

instead head to the small boutiques clustered on quiet lanes in the Maxvorstadt district. Start at No. 10 

(Schraudolphstrasse 10; 49-89-189-20-939), a shop and atelier where the designers work on site creating 

jewelry and pottery, from delicate gold bracelets and stackable silver rings to handmade vases dipped in 

turquoise glaze. Then head around the corner to find domestically made attire at A Kind of 

Guise (Adalbertstrasse 41b), a Munich-based brand that opened its first store in October. A small women’s 

collection of boxy jackets and suede shorts complements the accouterments for men, including reversible 

bomber jackets and soft lamb’s wool blankets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.akindofguise.com/?version=meter+at+2&module=meter-Links&pgtype=article&contentId=&mediaId=&referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.de%2F&priority=true&action=click&contentCollection=meter-links-click
http://www.akindofguise.com/?version=meter+at+2&module=meter-Links&pgtype=article&contentId=&mediaId=&referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.de%2F&priority=true&action=click&contentCollection=meter-links-click
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MUNICH 
GETTING AROUND 
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AUF WIEDERSEHEN 

MUNICH 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Only by joy and sorrow does a person know anything about themselves and their destiny. They learn what 

to do and what to avoid. 

Goethe  

 


